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ABSTRACT
Recommendation Systems or Engines are found in many applications. These systems or Engines offer the user or service subscriber with a list of suggestions or recommendations that they might choose based on the user’s already known preferences. In this paper, the focus is on combining a content-based algorithm, a User-based collaborative filtering algorithm, and review based text mining algorithm in the application of a tailored movie recommendation system. Here movies are recommended based on ratings explicitly provided by the user and according to the ratings and reviews of movies provided by other users as well. Here the propose is to generate polarity ratings to characteristics of a movie instead of generating a wholesome rating to an available text based review to gain better insights about preferences of users, thus refining Movie recommendation systems further.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A recommendation system uses intelligent algorithms, which can provide recommendations to users according to their needs. Recommendation systems can be implemented in any domain from E-commerce to network security in the form of personalized services. They provide benefits to both the user and the service provider, by suggesting items to users on the basis of their known preferences.

Every recommender system consists of two entities, one is user and other is an item. A user can be any consumer or a customer of any items or products or services, who has an opinion of that item. The input to recommendation algorithm can be a database of user and items and output will be the recommendations. As in this case, inputs consist of a dataset of customer and database of movies and output denotes the movie recommendations.

Algorithms used in this paper for movie recommendations are content based algorithm [2], collaborative filtering algorithm [2] and review based text mining algorithm [3]. The content-based algorithm consists of user’s information such as their interest, favorites, priorities etc. This type of information cannot already be available for a particular user; thus it is explicitly filled by the user. Content-based algorithms provide recommendations or suggestions based on this type of inputs from the user.

Collaborative filtering is a technique that has been used in recommendation systems which can predict and advise items that the user might like based on his or her known preferences. CF-based movie recommendations predict a list of top recommended movies for a given user based on ratings (numerical scores) from many users & the available ratings that are explicitly given by the user by rating a movie or movies [6].

User ratings partially represent user preferences. Thus, it is not easy to accurately identify similar users based on the available ratings. On the other hand, online movie reviews have become a common source for users to share and collect data about movies, but there have been very few studies that accurately integrate text mining techniques with traditional CF approaches to improve the suggestions based on user’s preferences. Thus this paper proposes a combined approach of content based algorithm, collaborative filtering and review based algorithm that integrates user text reviews [1] and user numeric ratings [2] in order to model user’s preferences better and in turn improve the performance of a movie recommendation systems.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Content-based Filtering
The content based filtering approach suggests items to users based on the comparison between the contents of the items or entities and the contents provided by users on their profiles [1]. For example, a movie profile could include various elements such as genre, the participating actors, its box office popularity, and so on. The profiles which are generated will allow the system to link users with matching products. Obviously, content-based strategies require gathering personal information from users that might not be available or easy to collect [2].
2.2 User-based Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative filtering evaluates different relationships between users and interdependencies among products to identify new user-item associations [1]. Collaborative filtering can be exercised either as a User-based Collaborative filtering or an Item Based-Collaborative filtering; in this case items refer to Movies. In a User Based-Collaborative recommendation engine, recommendations are generated on the basis of ratings given by groups of people or user clusters [1]. It locates different users with similar viewing preferences to the current user and creates recommendations for the user based on the ratings provided by those users [2].

2.3 Review based Filtering for Polarity Score generation

Collaborative filtering based recommendation systems experience a major problem as it suggests movies considering only one criterion i.e. the ratings which are provided by people. However, user ratings alone may not be able to give a Holistic insight of user’s actual preferences. With the increasing popularity of Web, users have become more and more comfortable with expressing themselves and providing their opinions on the Internet using text. Such user reviews have potential to provide a system with more detailed and consistent user preference information. In other words, user text reviews can be used for generating a rating on Characteristics of a movie such as Directing, Story/Plot, Cinematography, Editing, Acting, Production Design, Sound and many other features, in conjunction with numerical ratings, to generate a more efficient recommendation process [3].

3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

3.1 Summary of Propositioned Routine

The objective of the proposed work is to generate a movie recommendation system by combining content-based algorithm [2], collaborative filtering [2] and preference scores generated on the basis of text mining [3] performed on the reviews & ratings provided by users. The Intersection stage will compare the movie recommendations from the combination of the Collaborative Filtering-Content based techniques & Polarity score generation using Text mining. This will provide the users with a refined and ranked List of Recommendations.
3.2 Ranking of Suggestions
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Figure 4: Flowchart of Intersection phase

3.3 Proposed Flow

![Proposed Three Way Hybrid Movie Recommendation System Flowchart](image)

Figure 5: Proposed Three Way Hybrid Movie Recommendation System Flowchart

In the proposed work, implementation of content based algorithm and collaborative filtering together and text mining will be implemented independently. The next step is to combine the outputs obtained from both the approach to recommend the movies derived from both the implementations. SVM classification is used in text mining to gain positive and negative polarity scores from the raw unprocessed text data & segregating it on the basis of Characteristics of a movie. For the purpose of the study, System shall be limiting to only 3 characteristics which are vital when it comes to Reviewing a Movie, they are:

a. Movie Direction,

b. Storyline/Plot &

c. The acting of Individual/Actors in the movie.

3.4 Advantages Inference from Comparative Study

i. A Hybrid Recommendation engine based on Collaborative filtering, Content & Context based Algorithm [2], can provide, in most cases accurate recommendations but it is limited because this technique in a way disregards if a movie has been received well by the masses it also does not consider text-based reviews which in most cases give a higher perspective about the movie.

ii. While Text mining Techniques [3] only consider the Rating & Reviews to summarize if a Movie has been received Positively or Negatively by engendering a Polarity Score. These techniques are effective for Summarizing a movie but have not been efficiently integrated on a Movie recommendation system.

iii. A Recommendation system that Holistically takes into account Entities such as Information about the movie, Rating received by the movie & Reviews gathered would be a much more efficient resource for building a Movie recommendation system.

4. CONCLUSION

Present Movie recommendation systems lack efficiency because Movies are recommended considering only factors such as Movie rated & reviewed by the User and Users having similar viewing preferences, by using text mining and suggesting movies on the basis of intersection of the three algorithms i.e. User Based Collaborative filtering, Content-based algorithm & text mining due to which the user will not only be suggested movies but this system will also provide the user with more refined recommendations as movies with a low rating score in any of the Movie characteristics generated on the basis of Text Mining will be filtered out during the priority allocation stage of the proposed Three Way Hybrid Movie Recommendation System.

5. FURTHER SCOPE

This paper proposes a system for incorporating Text based movie reviews in traditional recommendation systems, a similar system can be incorporated for Music or Book recommendation systems, it is vital that precise recommendations are provided to the users. Thus,
Accuracy of the recommendation plays a vital role in further refining of the recommendation system/engine. In the future, this recommendation system will provide more immersive and accurate results to the users. The approach in this paper can also be used for other types of recommendation systems/engines.
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